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Game Description - The Story

- Due to a curse: turns into Slender Man at nighttime 

- Manifestation of jealousy at night: kidnapping of children 

- More kidnapping =  more powerful  

- More kidnapping = more difficult (city is alarmed)

Daytime Nighttime

Normal person Transformation to Slender Man

Character John C.: 

- Lonely, has no family 

- Loves children and wishes to have a family 



Gameplay

1 vs 1 Multiplayer Slender Man vs Security

Daytime - Preparation - Preparation 

- Select Target - Dispatch Guards

Nighttime - Find & turn child - Protect child
   into a teddy bear

- Escape with it - Kill Slender Man



Gameplay Nighttime

Slender Man:

- Stealth

- Time Limit

- Powerful Abilities

Security:

- Control Guards

- Raise Alarm & Call Reinforcements

- May wake up child to escort them, but risky



Winning Condition

1 point for victory at night:

- Slender Man Victory: Escaped with Teddy Bear

- Security Victory: Kidnapping prevented (Time ran out or Slender Man died)

- Draw: Child turned into Teddy Bear but Slender Man died

After five days: Winner with most points



Player A: Slender Man

- Health (can be killed by guards)

- Level up with gained experience

- Steal items from the house to sell (for money)

- Buy equipment with money in daytime

- Equipment
- Lockpick

- ...

- Abilities (with cool down time)
- Temporary invisibility

- Freeze a guard

- ...



Player B: Security Guards

- Equipped with weapons (tasers, guns)

- Will not be killed by Slender Man, only hampered by it

- Level up with gained experience

- Also earn money upon successful protection

- Equipment:
- Portable cameras seeing through invisibility

- Fixed cameras

- Traps

- ...

- Abilities:
- Switch between guards and see through their eyes

- Have detailed knowledge on the environment



Character Design

- Cartoonish

- A more relaxing ambience rather than a totally horror one

- Fall Guys + Squid Game: soft and short

- Slender Man: dark color; Security: bright color.



Bullseye



Timeline
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